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Abstract. This paper describes DEPTAL, an open and flexible framework for 
institutional repositories reusing open-source technology. DEPTAL is a 
collection-centric system that manages collections of documents in multiple 
copies and types. It can manage also users and groups of users, it supports 
authority control (subjects, authors, etc.), and can interoperate with other 
systems by interfaces such as OAI-PMH, Z39.50, SRU, web services, etc. 
DEPTAL recognizes descriptive metadata such as UNIMARC and Dublin 
Core, and organizes the information objects as HTML sites, with descriptions in 
the METS structural schema, making it very easy to backup and export those 
objects. For searching, it interoperates with MITRA, a search engine based on 
LUCENE, which was extended with new features to index not only the full 
content but also to recognize the structured metadata. 

Introduction 

The National Library of Portugal (BN) is a deposit library. The legal deposit law in 
Portugal mandates the universities to deposit the printed thesis and dissertations at 
BN. BN received so far nearly 30.000 of these documents, from all the scientific 
areas, which are all registered in PORBASE, the National Union Bibliographic 
Database [1]. 

With the purpose to replace the circulation of the printed thesis, BN has been 
proposing to the universities the voluntary deposit of digital copies, using the service 
DiTeD [2], part of BND, the National Digital Library Initiative [3][17]. To support 
this service and its specific requirements, BN developed an open source digital library 
management system called DEPTAL [4], which comprises the main functions that we 
can find nowadays in other similar frameworks for institutional repositories. DEPTAL 
has been freely distributed to universities and other institutions in the country, with 
the purpose to create a national network of interoperable repositories of technical and 
scientific documentation, even if only the thesis and dissertations are the concern of 
BN. Therefore, DEPTAL was designed with specific requirements to interoperate 
with PORBASE and BND, as also with any other open system. Another important 
requirement was also to make it easily adapted to multiple languages. 
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DEPTAL was designed as a collection-centric system that manages collections of 
documents in multiple copies and types. It can manage also users and groups of users; 
it supports authority control of indexing subjects, authors, and organizations; and it 
can interoperate with other systems by interfaces such as OAI-PMH [5], Z39.50 or its 
simplest version SRU [6]. 

Bibliographic descriptions are also objects in DEPTAL, just like the documents. 
DEPTAL recognizes UNIMARC [7], the descriptive metadata format used by almost 
all the libraries in Portugal (but it can be easily extended to process any other 
bibliographic format), and Dublin Core. 

Finally, all the information objects in DEPTAL are structured in METS [8], 
making it compatible with the overall framework of the BND. 

DEPTAL Architecture 

DEPTAL is a client/server architecture, all coded in JAVA (Figure 1). 
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Fig. 1. DEPTAL architecture. 

The system has "web based" interfaces for managers and users, developed using 
the Apache STRUTS Web Application Framework [9] and TOMCAT [18]. The 
preferable database management system (DBMS) is MYSQL [10], but DEPTAL can 
be installed with any other DBMS with ODBC interface and supported by 
HIBERNATE [11], an object/relational persistent and query service for JAVA. 

Users can use the DEPTAL interface to browse or search in indexes, access the 
collections or documents that they have the right to access, as also to submit new 
documents. New documents submitted by external users are usually hold for approval 
for the administrators. Administrators can manage all the information of the system, 
such as to configure collections; manage users’ accounts; deposit new documents; 
backup and export documents for archival (using the BAKS module, part of 
DEPTAL, or any other possible alternative); etc. 

All the documents in DEPTAL are structured and stored as a web site, with a 
homepage linking to the contents, and including copies of all its metadata in XML 
files. All of this makes an object, described in METS. This makes it very flexible and 
easy to export and backup those objects, as also to support other management tasks. 
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DEPTAL is a multilingual framework, not only in the user and administration 
interfaces, but also in the handling of the contents. Content objects and their metadata 
can be stored in multiple languages. By omission, the system is configured for two 
languages, English and Portuguese. 

Information Objects in DEPTAL 

The information objects in DEPTAL are bibliographic descriptions and content 
documents. Bibliographic descriptions are metadata records describing documents 
with copies stored or not in a DEPTAL storage space. This means DEPTAL can be 
used as only a bibliographic database, with references to external digital and/or 
physical documents. 

The content documents in DEPTAL can be partial or complete. Partial documents 
are explicitly identified to make it clear that more complete instances of that same 
document exist somewhere else (in the same DEPTAL repository or not). This is very 
relevant for collections of digitized copies of printed documents, such as thesis, 
books, papers, etc. In some cases, due to copyright restrictions, those documents can 
not be made freely available to the public, so we might have to have the complete 
copy available only to specific users or in a restricted domain (the local network, for 
example), and have only a partial copy freely available. Also, to save costs, it can be 
decided to digitize only part of the original documents, building an information object 
useful for search and dissemination, but which is not the complete document! 

As a result of these requirements, each document in DEPTAL can have therefore 
more than one copy. Also, each copy can have more than one file, of more than one 
MIME format (MS-Word, PDF, Postscript, ASCII, RTF, HTML, etc.). 

Objects Management 

DEPTAL is a collection-centric system. Any information object in DEPTAL 
belongs to one or more collections. Collections can be organised in trees, which can 
be created for schools, departments, laboratories, sections, areas, research groups, or 
even for individuals. Collections are associated to their own users, or groups of users, 
and administrators. They can be open for submission by anonymous users (useful for 
systems like DiTeD), or can be closed for submission only by registered users. 

A typical workflow to create new information objects in a DEPTAL system starts 
with the submission of a bibliographic description and the upload of the files of the 
content objects. In this step the user can reuse information from controlled authority 
files, namely the author’s names and indexing terms (DEPTAL can manage multiple 
indexing languages). 

Objects submitted by users that are not administrators are usually hold for 
approval. The administrator of the collection can exchange emails with the user 
(which might be typically the author of the object). If in the end the submission is 
approved, all these messages are also stored as part of the information object, as 
administrative metadata. To make it easier to manage specific collections, it is also 
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possible to give to a user or to a group of users, the privilege to have a document 
immediately approved in that collection (the case for individual collections). 

The requirement to support anonymous submissions is very important for the 
DiTeD service. As a national service, it can accept deposits from users from 
everywhere, which is very convenient. Even if it requires a further more careful 
approval process, since it is necessary to confirm the identity of the user, its formal 
relationship with the document, etc., it is a very convenient function. 

It is also possible to create an information object importing a bibliographic record 
coded, for example, in MARCXML [12], and with UNIMARC contents (UNIMARC 
is the bibliographic format most used in Portugal). In this case the information is 
parsed to copy the necessary fields to the DEPTAL internal metadata structure, but 
the original record is also kept in the system as an XML file. This is a very important 
feature, since it makes it possible to synchronize DiTeD with PORBASE, having 
more than 30.000 bibliographic descriptions of thesis in both the systems. BN runs a 
DEPTAL server, to manage its own collection of digital thesis and dissertation, which 
can import information objects from the other DEPTAL systems in the country. This 
central server interoperates also with PORBASE, exchanging UNIMARC records. 

Structural Metadata 

An information object can range from a simple MARXML file with a UNIMARC 
record, to a very complex object comprising several copies of a document, rights and 
administrative metadata, etc. To aggregate all of this, DEPTAL uses METS as the 
schema for structural metadata. 

Each information object is stored has a web site, which includes also all the 
administrative metadata and the METS file. This makes it very simple to copy objects 
from DEPTAL without the need of any transformation, while the access to the METS 
file makes it possible to implement more complex services. 

These objects, represented as HTML sites and described in METS structures, are 
also perfect structures for preservation, making it straight the submission to the 
deposit and preservation service at the BND. 

Searching and Interoperability 

DEPTAL provides its own searching interface (Figure 2), but we provide also an 
extra search engine, MITRA [13], based on LUCENE [14] (Figure 3). Other search 
and interoperability interfaces are provided by Z39.50, SRU and OAI-PMH services. 

For searching, it interoperates with MITRA, a search engine that extends LUCENE 
with new features to recognize also structured metadata. MITRA can be configured to 
index any kind of XML schema, as also as it can index any usual web site. This 
provides important added value, since it can index the content of the objects, as also 
other metadata structures that might be part of them, such as Dublin Core records, 
bringing together the best from the two worlds. 
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Fig. 2. An example of an installation of DEPTAL for the DiTeD system at BN. 

 
Fig. 3. An example of a search result in DiTeD, a DEPTAL system, using MITRA. 
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Conclusions 

DEPTAL is being used at BN for more than one year, as also at more four places in 
the country. At BN it is used to host several collections. The first public stable version 
will be released in middle 2005, as open-source. 

So far DEPTAL has proven to be highly flexible, due to its very simple and 
modular architecture. Future plans include extending it with more interoperable 
features, such as interfaces for external authentication services others than LDAP 
[15], import and export of more descriptive metadata schemas, processing of SCORM 
objects [16], extend the BAKS module for more powerful version control, etc. In the 
scope of BND, DEPTAL will be used in new services to support multiple scenarios 
for voluntary deposit, a long awaited target of BN [18]. 
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